Currently, the Department of Defense (DOD) and the commercial airline industry are utilizing the Instrument Landing System (ILS) during aircraft landings for precision approaches. The replacement system for the aging ILS was thought to be the Microwave Landing System (MILS). Instead, use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) is now thought to be a viable replacement fur ILS precision approaches. The majority of current precision landing research has exploited "stand-alone" GPS receiver techniques. This paper instead explores the possibilities of using an extended Kalman filter (EKF) that integrates an Inertial Navigation System (INS), GPS, Barometric Altimeter, Pseudolitc and Radar Altimeter for aircraft precision approaches. This paper shows that integrating the INS, GPS, Barometric Altimeter and Radar Altimeter meets Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requirements for a Category I precision approach, and additionally integrating a single Pseudolite meets FAA requirements for a Category I1 precision approach.
Introduction
This paper concentrates on sistting up reliable models for a high (0.4 nm/hr CEP), mcdium (2 nm,'hr CEP) and low accuracy INS (4 n d h r CEP) to cover the range of accuracies from DoD and airline systems to cheaper systems for civil aviation, GPS (5 channel receiver, 5m vertical and 4m horizontal precision, lo), Baro Altimeter (50 -150ft, lo), and R#sdar altimeter (1% of altitude +lft, lo). This research also develops a generic precision approach flight profile (using PROFGEN [30] ) that encompasses a majority of aircraft types. Lastly, this paper utilizes a single ground-based SV (pseudolite) and available true post-processed ephemeris data [6] , instead of computer-simulated orbit functions [2,16.29,32,36] . Once all the above elements arc in place, the Multimode Simulation for Optimal Filter Evaluation (MSOFE) (311 is utilized to percorm extended Kalman Filter integration analysis.
Assumptions
This section outlines the assumptions that have becn made in this paper. 1 . All work has been conducted through computer simulation. The "real" world in thc simulation is modeled as a full-order truth errorstate mode!. The full-order truth and filter models are presented in Section 6 . 2 . The INS platform is assumcdl to be stabilized with a baromctric (baro) altimeter. An INS platform is unstable without an outside measurement source in the vertical channel 141. While a baro altimeter is not the only way to stabilize a platform, it is a commonly used method. The use of the baro altimeter is included in the modeling of the system. The majority of commercial and military aircraft utilize a radar altimeter in a stand-alone mode for terminal approaches to a runway. This paper will instead exploit the radar altimeter as an independent measurement device fecding an extended Kalman filter. The radar altimeter measurements will be utilized at altitudes below 3000 feet above ground level (AGL). In summary, this paper will use both the barometric and radar altimeter measurements. 3 . A sample pcriod of onc sccond has becn chosen (unless otherwise noted) for the. EKF. The sample period refers to how often the GPS and radar altimeter measurements will be brought into the EKF. Past AFIT research has used a variety of sample periods, varying from two to ten seconds 129,321. The decision to use one second sample period is based primarily on the typical availability of the GPS measurement in the real world. Though the author is aware of a few GPS receivers which output meiisurenients at a rate of ten times a second (10 Hz), a one second sample period is chosen as a good, representative design choice. 4 . The [31] . MSOFE is well-established Air Force software to develop and test Kalman filter algorithms. 5 . The computer-simulated flight profile has been generated by the program PROFGEN [30] . PROFGEN is designed to work with MSOFE to provide the necessary data files to simulate dynamic flight profiles. 6 . Thc plotted outputs are generated by the commercial software package MATLAB 1381. 7. The SV ephemeris data using System Effectiveness Model (SEM) [lo) software was obtained from the Coast Guard BBS. The ephcmet-is data I S post-processed by the U.S. Department . This assumption will definitelb have to be "upgraded" to a more realistic radar altimeter scenai-io at a later time by possibly using a database that contains "hciFht 01 terrain" for specific locations on the earth. 12 . The INS will have had a "normal" X-minute alignmcni and nominal flight of sixty (60) minute duration prior t 3 the terminal approach phase under investigation. 13 . Four Suppose that the nonlinear system may be described by (251. 
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Landing System Computer Model
The Landing System Model (LSM) depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrates the overall goal: GPS and radar altimeter measurement information must be fed into an extended Kalman filter to determine the errors, 6x, in the INS. Our extended Kalman filter esrinzntes the true error, 6x, of the INS with an output we note The filter model represents the LSM in its functional form, which is the basis of the filter which could be hosted on-board an aircraft computer. The LSM filter model is a 13-state model that has been developed through order reduction of the truth model of 1291. Thc author's approach was to begin the filter state building using the fewest possible states that would meet precision approach landing requirements. The 13-state LSM was chosen as a first-cut model. An advantage of using only 13 states is that it is not over-burdening to current state-of-the-art aircraft host computers, keeping practicality and dollar affordability in mind. The block diagram. not imply "cither/or". instead it implies use of radar altimeter measurements as well as GPS receiver outputs can be used. Now that the MSOFE implementation of the LSM filter has been expiained, the truth and filter models for the GPS, radar altinieter and the INS wbsystems will be described.
Models
The LSM simulation is composed 0 1 the truth model and filter. both i n errot sinre lorm. The LSM truth model represents the real \toi-ld It coil\ist\ 01 a total o f 6 9 el-roi-statcs. The LSM filter model IS deri\cd Iroin the LSM truth inodcl through erroi-state or-derreduction. Sincc the LSM truth and filter models utilize error states.
it is necessary to develop difference measurement update equations for all the measurements. This will now be done briefly; for a inorc detailed explanation, sec [ 151. [24] . The order reduction was performed according to [29] . It 
INS
INS Measurement Model:
The two measurements other than GPS that are used to update the filter are the barometric altimeter and the radar altimeter. The barometric altimeter signal is used to correct 
Note that, since v is assumed zero mean, white gaussian noise, statistically speaking, one can choose v with either il plus 'I+" or minus "-" coefficient . The author chooses the coefficient carefully so that the end result shows a plus "+v" sign.
As a "first-cut'' model of the radar altimeter, the measurement equation is based on the difference between the INS predicted altitude, All,,, and the radar altimeter predicted altitude, A1tRdlt:
Note that the errors in the radar altimetcr are rcprcsented totally as white noise, with no time-correlated component at all. Though admittedly only a first-cut model. it should he sullicient 10 demonstrate important performance trends.
The radar altimeter measurcment noise variance, RF,lff, or RTruu, is a function of aircraft altitude above ground level (AGL). The filter model noise variancc from [ 171:
and the truth modcl noise variancc is the same:
Note that RFLltur and RT,u,h are both time-varying rather than constanl, due to the altitude dependency.
GPS Model:
The GPS navigation system used is based on electromagnetic signals transmitted from orbiting GPS satellites. This model has been developed throughout research at AFIT, and many of its fundamental concepts are addressed in a variety of sources 125,323,361. GPS generates navigation information by acquiring the range to multiple satellites of known position, called "pseuriorunges". The The filter measurement noise variance. R. will be tuned io attain adequate perl'ormance despite (1) the reduction in order from the truth model and (2) the Taylor series approximation. The measurement noise variances for both the filtcr and the truth model equations are provided in [ I5 J.
. Results
The sixteen intearation cases shown in Table 2 The tblioiving four tables show the time-averaged rms error\
In tables 3 -5, !he I-esults fro111 three different for the variou5 cases ITS'S x e a~ernged. since they were virtually indistinguishable. Note that no Category 111 precision approach was dcemed possible by any Case number in this project. This project also developed a generic precision approach flight profile (using PROFGEN [30] ) that encompassed a majority ol aircraft types. Lastly, this prqject utilized a single ground-based SV (pseudolite) and available itrile post-processed ephemeris data 16,131, instead of prior sim~dciied ephemeris data used at AFIT [2, 16, 29, 32, 36] . Once all the above elements were in place, the GPS receiver (one channel using a ground based pseudolite) and radar altimeter, can meet the FAA Category I1 precision approach.
These conclusions are made based on mainly four main assumptions:
1. Error models used in this simulation are realistic to the respective real-world black box output errors. 2 . No radar altimeter rneasurement outages occur during the landing a p p r o x h 3. When radar altimeter measurements are available. the earth's surlace will be inodc!ed as flat anu referenced approximately tu the INS-indicated altitude (referenced to WGS-84 ellipsoid). 4 . When use of the single pseudolite information is used.
ionospheric, tropospheric, pseudolite position, pseudolite clock and multipath errors are negligible.
In order to meet a Category 111 approach. more precise measurements must be made available. Recommendations are ;IS follows: I .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
I .
Make use of the S O centimeter (1 -0) accuracy of carrier-piicisc.
GPS signals. now readily available in commercial I-eceivers
The carrier-phase inforination can be used for positional infcrmation as well as hcnding information (using inultiple antennas) 1391. Decide whether one's algorithm will also handle "integer ambiguity" techniques, or assume no cycle slips. See [3, 16] for more information regarding carrier-phase integer ambiguity and cycle slips. IJse Differential GPS measurements at all times for North America (assume wide-area differential will be availablc). The mcldels for filter design and for performance evaluation must make :he distinction of representing a C/A or P-code receiver using differential corrections Maintain use of ;It least one pseudolite along the flight path. In l'act. current flight testing is showing that use of two pscuclolites optimally placed along the appro;ich p i t h i\ rcconinicricicci [31. Obtain and use published geographic data of respective airpor! terrain, so as to reference the radar altimeter outputs to WGS-84 ellipsoid (to match the INS positional outputs). IJse single filter (then continue ana!ysis with small. noiicomputer-burdening multiple filters) and perrorx i-esidual monitoring for use as i : fault detection and isolal ion algorithm lor CPS Spacc Segment system eri-ors. to compcnsntc t o r deliherace and nor>-deliberate jamming and spoofing of the S b sigiials. Fault detection must notify the pilot of a possible degraded navigation solution in less than 2 seconds, while minimizing false alarms. Explore utilizing dynamic filter tuning proccdures along the approach path when using pscudoliter (e.g., at a given rilnway. multipal? errors may be excessive: "R" tuning of thc rcspectiw measurement may be necessary).
